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Self-help book
for lives in limbo
Fred Inglis searches for insights but ends up bored
by personal accounts of the absence of activity

The Secret World of Doing Nothing
By Billy Elin and Orvar Löfgren
University of California Press
269pp, £37.95 and £14.95
ISBN 9780520262614 and 262638
Published 1 May 2010
t has always been the great
strength of Swedish social
science to be unafraid of
tackling the commonplace and the
everyday, and to do so without
any concession to those powermad sociologists who refuse to
tolerate any topic without capital
letters in front of it. Billy Elin and
Orvar Löfgren are no exception to
that genial tradition, and with
tactful friendliness bring on the
time-honoured methods of social
survey to discover what is the
“something” that people are
undoubtedly doing when doing
nothing.
The trouble, however, is that
the techniques of ethnography
will only yield new and surprising
truths if the interpreters are
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equipped with intrepid powers of
intellectual and emotional
penetration, and are capable of
setting out their speculations and
conclusions in prose of a
sufficiently poetic force and
originality. Their minds and spirits
must be, as Wordsworth
unforgettably put it, “endued with

The paucity and vacuousness
of these concepts leaves
these two obviously
intelligent men with
nothing to tell us
a more lively sensibility, more
enthusiasm and tenderness,
having a greater knowledge of
human nature and a more
comprehensive soul than are
common among mankind”.
Our authors have great decency
and kindliness, but they confine

their language to the terribly small
change of the therapist, and their
conceptual framework to the selfhelp book. This means that doing
nothing, as reported from
interviews and diaries, has only
cliché content, and the selfdescriptions of their interlocutors
turn the human subject into a
frightful bore.
Thus, doing nothing is, for
both social scientist and research
subject: an aspect of “time
management”; takes place in
“limbo” (which was, according to
Dante, quite a lively spot); may be
subject to “power-games”; is
given vitality by “multitasking”;
and, in the eventuality of
“burnout” when “life gets out of
synch”, causes victims to lose
their “autopilot” and to sit staring
at the wall.
The paucity and vacuousness of
these concepts leaves these two
obviously intelligent men with
nothing to tell us. They seem to
sense this, and struggle to enliven
extremely dull and droning little
extracts with something much
more vigorous and illuminatingly
introspective from assorted
novels, including of course James
Joyce’s Ulysses (but not, alas, the
works of Marcel Proust), as well
as pensive and gripping selfcriticisms such as the wonderful
Jenny Diski’s while en route to the
Antarctic and John Steinbeck’s
observations when travelling
across the highways of the US
with his poodle Charley.
Some powerful feeling of social
democratic obligation seems
somehow to work to prevent Elin
and Löfgren from using the high
intelligence of the novelists to
throw into relief the banality and
unreflective blankness of so many
of their individual cases. They
turn the most trifling devices of
the quotidian into a “skill”, and
do so in so heavily plonking a
manner that the reader has to do
something to fill in the
nothingness on the page: “This
excerpt describes the social
construct where composure
communicates that the here and
now is hopeless and boring”. Sic.
Aaaarrrggh!
The best part is the long third
section on daydreaming, but even
here they heed bores rather than
Walter Mitty or the genius of
quotidian vacancy, Michael Frayn.
They are very well read, but can’t
tell us the difference between the
good and the desolately awful.
Above all, their biggest subject
– one with definite capital letters

attached to it – eludes them, even
in their nicely titled “backyards of
modernity”. The central
predicament of modern urban life
for millions is to discover
meaningful action and what to
feel about it. The most horrible
daydreams of our time are filled
for innumerable people by the
revolting destructiveness of
computer war-games and the
attendant DVDs. A map of that
mutilated and secret inner space
would unlock a dark cellar in the
many cultures of capitalism, and
even suggest something about the
imaginative body-building of
terror.
Fred Inglis is honorary professor
of cultural history, University of
Warwick, and author of History
Man: The Life of R.G.
Collingwood (2009) and A Short
History of Celebrity (in press).
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or 30 years, Sheila
Rowbotham has been at the
forefront of feminism’s
determination to illuminate the
history of women, and her latest
book lives up to all our high
expectations of her work.
Dreamers of a New Day
celebrates the work of women on
both sides of the Atlantic who
campaigned for a better place for
women in the new industrial and
urban world of the 20th century.
The book is written lucidly and
with characteristic generosity. The
writing of history is sometimes
accompanied by a good deal of
“s/he/they could do better”, and
one of the most impressive aspects
of this book is that Rowbotham is
seldom judgemental about her
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subjects and fully recognises that
political engagement often
involves both compromises and
individual costs. It is no surprise
to learn that the women whose
history she recounts faced
personal losses and sacrifices in
their attempts to better the lives of
others. Few had the privileges (not
to mention the sense of self) of
Beatrice Webb, who famously
remarked to her future husband
Sidney: “I love you – but I love
my work better.”
Work, in the context of the
world of Webb, was that of the
written word, the same world as
that of Virginia Woolf, a woman
who is also associated with
invention – in her case the
invention of modernism. Woolf
did not turn her back on material
questions, but what is perhaps
relevant in this context is the way
in which her concerns,
particularly those about subjective
experience, are often assumed to
be more characteristic of the 20th
century than the history that
Rowbotham celebrates.
There is a strong case for
arguing that women contributed
(in all sorts of ways) to the
making of every century, and in
that sense Rowbotham’s subjects
were perhaps less extraordinary
(although no less important) than
she suggests. But at the same time
what stands out in Rowbotham’s
account is twofold: the welcome
way in which she maintains the
material in the history of women;
and an implicit challenge to the

The achievement of
recognition brought with it
considerable improvements
and at the same time new
forms of gendered inequality
view that the 20th century was
only a time of barbarism. Instead,
here she celebrates altruism, a
human capacity that many people
do not regard as foremost in
modern history. Narcissism,
individualism, greed and brutality
(not to mention continued
determined efforts to discipline
and punish) are more commonly
the words used to describe the
culture, the events and the people
of the 20th century. Resisting that
culture, and attempting to
alleviate its impact on the most
vulnerable, needed collective
responses and it is these responses
that are recorded here.

Crucial to these responses was
a clear identification with the
particular situation and
experience of women, a
characteristic that is perhaps more
of a marker of what was invented
rather than, as Rowbotham
argues, the 20th century itself.
Women at the beginning of the
19th century had claimed, as
Barbara Taylor, another feminist
historian, has pointed out, that
male trade unionists were often as
“bad as their masters” in their
refusal to acknowledge the
interests of women. In common
with other powerless social
groups, women had to acquire
recognition.
What is so fascinating about
the relationship of women to the
20th (and indeed the 21st) century
is the way in which the
achievement of that recognition
brought with it both considerable
improvements in individual lives
and at the same time new forms
of gendered inequality. Not the
least of these is the continued
capacity of industrial capitalism
to exploit women; the sex that
fought for rights in employment,
education, politics and that stillelusive goal of equal pay is now
the one whose sexuality fuels huge
consumer industries.
It is perhaps here that we
confront the paradox of the 20th
and 21st century. Yes, women
have different (and for many of
them better) lives than their greatgrandmothers. But those lives are
still curtailed in ways that many
of Rowbotham’s campaigners
would recognise: the competing
demands of work and home and
the dominance (as the most recent
British election campaign made
clear) of the masculine in politics.
The value of Rowbotham’s
book, however, lies in its recording
of a particular political tradition –
the making of a template for
politics that is not about the
interests of the few but of the
many, the value of challenging
individualism and greed and
refusing to celebrate their
achievements. The book provides
us with the timely material that
may encourage us to continue to
try to join up some of the dots in
contemporary politics, including
those of gender, class and power.

THE CANON
A Biographical Dictionary of Film

lightly, though even those Thomson
liked often felt the lash of his caustic
style: Victor Mature was “an incredible
When A Biographical Dictionary of Film concoction of corned beef, husky voice
and brilliantine”. But Thomson could
was first published in 1975, critical
reaction ranged from delight to outrage, enthuse, too, even to excess: Cary
Grant was roundly hailed as “the best
often within the same review.
and most important actor in the history
Describing it in Sight and Sound as
of the cinema”. His susceptibility to
“the sort of book which infuriates as
feminine charm has occasionally lured
often as it pleases”, David Badder
commended David Thomson for writing him into sentimentality: “Audrey
“economically and entertainingly”, but [Hepburn] – in eyes, voice and purity –
was “horrified to read an unconvincing rang as true as a small silver bell.”
But then all Thomson’s judgements,
and unrelenting diatribe on John Ford”.
It was Thomson’s views on Ford, at that whether pro or con, are intended to
time a near-sacrosanct figure who had provoke. In his introduction to the first
edition, he hoped that the reader would
died only two years previously, that
aroused the most ire among reviewers. be “jostled by agreement or scorn. He
will begin to exercise his own critical
The assault on Ford pulled not a
single punch. “I must confess to being faculties, answer back, throw down the
book in exasperation.” This was the
daunted”, wrote Thomson, “by the
book’s value: that it encouraged those
booze mythology of complacency and
of us venturing into serious
sentimentality in Ford’s films. No one
appreciation of cinema to question
has done so much to invalidate the
received opinions, reconsider our own
Western as a form.” Further damning
the director as “bigoted, grandiloquent assumptions, seek out neglected or
dismissed figures and revisit often-seen
and maudlin”, he added: “The Ford
films with fresh eyes.
philosophy is a rambling apologia for
Now into its fourth edition, much
unthinking violence later disguised by
expanded, with the word “New” added
the sham legends of old men fuddled
to the title, the Biographical Dictionary
by drink and glory”, and by way of a
final kick in the guts, compared him to remains as stimulating and infuriating
as ever. Thomson has scarcely
Leni Riefenstahl.
mellowed; although his opinion of
The gleefully opinionated Thomson
Robert Altman improved radically
demolished the most eminent
reputations. Stanley Kubrick’s work was between the first and second editions,
“devoid of artistic personality”, his style his aversion to Ford has only
deepened. He can still be malicious,
“meretricious, fussy and detachable”;
skewering “the itchy mannerisms that
Abel Gance was “an unabashed
pass for acting in [Hugh] Grant”, or
wallower in trite feelings”; David Lean
mischievous: “I always have the urge to
had “the same hollowed-out creative
reach out and tickle Gabriel Byrne.” The
character as an executive in public
fifth edition is eagerly awaited.
service broadcasting”; in Sergei
Eisenstein’s films “the argument…is
often foolish and, ultimately,
Philip Kemp is a film historian
inhumane”.
who teaches film journalism at
Actors, on the whole, got off more
the University of Leicester.

By David Thomson

Mary Evans is visiting Fellow at
the Gender Institute, London
School of Economics, and author
of The Imagination of Evil:
Detective Fiction and the Modern
World (2009).
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